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Yesterday we were in our article about an exciting activity BHRA
Association (Brooklyn Historic Railway Association), who was trying
since 1989 to get into the streets of Brooklyn in New York City
trams. Readers who read thisalready know that the plan failed to
realize, however, is certainly not without interest to note that the
activity of Robert Diamond and its alliance BHRA inspire other
people, and so the new initiative in the form of a nonprofit
organization Friends of the Brooklyn Queens Connector, a Friends of
Brooklyn and Queens links (from other parts of New York).

Visualization of the proposed new tram system, which is used for short
BQX (Source: BQX)

In this organization is "our old friend," Robert Diamond not active,
apart from its advisory function. New project tram route, however,
largely builds on the original, which in 2011 was finally swept from
the table through questionable studies. Also in this case, is
http://www.csdopravak.cz/zpravy/2016/8/23/nvrattramvajdonewyorku
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calculated with the guidance tracks in the southern part of Brooklyn,
which is called as Red Hook (final Sunset Park). The route, however,
should continue to Queens (final section Adtoria) and have a length
of 27 km. Costs are estimated at the astronomical $ 1.7 billion and
annual operating costs, according to a study published in January
2016 should be 26 miles. Dollars. Number of passengers carried
annually is estimated at 15.8 million. The study developed a firm
Schwartz, who worked on it for over a year. The group, which would
tramways in the streets of the city like to see change in the rate
used in the management of New York that the question does not
build the tram so negatively as the previous garniture.
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The ambitious plan of the new tram line also allows connection of Red
Hook. Thus greatly follows the original plan BHRA association. (Source:
BQX)

The new tram line should no longer be built as a memento defunct
tram era in New York, but as a modern system which will travel
around 53,000 people a day, which brings together a large number of
stations of different metro lines to get passengers to benefit from a
completely new transport directions. In addition to the tram was
considered as an alternative and bus operations, but the interval
would be with respect to the expected performance of the system
must be about 1 minute. On the track could serve up to about 60
vehicles, which should have two depots. The system should give
work to about 140 people.

Trams should bring acceleration of traffic in the city. Unlike Metro,
however, should have more frequent stops. (Source: BQX)

Already February 3, 2016 announced the mayor of Bill de Blasio, the
city will start on the project tram line work. Currently, it is expected
that construction work could begin in 2019 and operations could be
launched as early as in 2024. Compared with the original plan but
was under the baton city concept trams between Brooklyn and
Queens remodeled. Track length was reduced to 26 kilometers (30
stops) and costs increased already to 2.5 billion. Dollars. This,
http://www.csdopravak.cz/zpravy/2016/8/23/nvrattramvajdonewyorku
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however, stems from the fact that the city wanted to build a tram
line, so that 70% of its routes were kept in a separate housing
(which, among other things. Require the construction of new
bridges). The average rate should be 18.2 km / h. Number of
vehicles  60  remained, as well as their estimated value (5 mil.
Dollars per car). However, the city does not want to see the streets,
or catenary, but even the lower power supply. Currently exploring the
tram could be powered by fuel cells. Then reduce the estimate of the
number of passengers carried, at 45,000 a day. Friends of the
Brooklyn Queens Connector and the city together very closely at the
moment. Yet it is still not clear how the ambitious project financed.
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BASED ON THE NUMBER 3/2016 MAGAZINE
CZECHOSLOVAK DOPRAVÁK
Gradually, from 22. 8. 2016 to stores and subscribers will distribute a number
3/2016 magazine Czechoslovak Dopravák, which again brings readers 100
pages of what is happening in public transport, not only in the Czech Republic
and Slovakia.
CS Dopravák , Czechoslovak Dopravák , CSD , New Edition , New number , 3/2016

LONDON UNDERGROUND HAS LAUNCHED A 24
HOUR OPERATION
19. 8. Since 2016, the London Underground passengers can enjoy the use of
night trains underground. For now, however, only during the night from Friday to
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Saturday and from Saturday to Sunday, and do so only on two selected
underground lines.
TfL , Transport for London , Tube , Underground , London , London , London
Underground , London Underground , night mode , night subway in London

IN GDYNIA, POLAND'S HISTORIC TROLLEY
ROLLED ZIU9
On 17. 8. 2016 took place in Gdynia, northern Poland first test ride the historic
trolleytype ZiU 9th Legendary cars ZiU9 (resp. ZiU682) were produced at the
Russian factory Urického since 1972 (prototypes, however, were begun
between 1966 and 1968). Trolleybuses simple design very quickly found its way
to the cities of the Soviet Union and beyond and in total should have already
produced over 42,000 vehicles of this type (in various forms). One of the
countries where the trolley ZiU9 also received, was also in Poland.
Gdynia , Gdynia , Poland , trolley , historic trolley , ZiU9 , ZiU , ZiUčko , Russia ,
Ukrajinqa , Lutsk , Lutsk , Polish trolleys
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